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Activist Ify Okoye addresses sexuality and the Muslim faith

Ify Okoye spoke in the Warch Campus Center cinema last Saturday, concluding GLOW’s Week of Awareness.
Photo by Luke Payne

Nicole Mitchell
Staff Writer

____________________________________

On the evening of Saturday,
Nov. 7, Gay, Lesbian Or Whatever
(GLOW) ended their “Week of
Awareness” event with a talk in
the Warch Campus Center cinema. The speaker was Ify Okoye,
a writer, nurse and activist who
identifies as both queer and
Muslim. Explaining why Okoye
was chosen to speak, junior and
GLOW president Nebal Maysaud
said “[GLOW] wanted to end the
week by bringing awareness to a
topic that very few people know
about—the intersection of faith
and LGBTQ+ identities.” Last year
the club hosted a trans pastor,

and Maysaud wanted to stay on a
similar theme but “branch away
from Christianity, which we hear
a lot about, and focus on other
religions.” He added that as this is
the first year the club has hosted a
Week of Awareness, they decided
that they needed a large event
that would “tie to a lot of what we
need to do on campus.”
Okoye spoke to a small gathering of five students, but often
had the cinema filled with laughter. She touched on her mostly
secular upbringing and the early
realization that she was a lesbian
and then explained how she came
to Islam after a move from her
hometown in New York left her
searching for community.

The first mosque that Okoye
frequented was very conservative, and she talked about her
struggles there. For a long while,
she believed that being queer
and Muslim were incompatible,
and was even engaged twice to
men. When she finally did enter
into relationships with women,
Okoye said that “a lack of positive
Muslim role models made queer
relationships hard to navigate.”
She was also troubled by the
requirement that women pray in
separate, and often inferior, spaces from men. This drove her to
lead “pray-in” protests, where she
and female allies would pray in
the men's spaces. Several times
they were verbally harassed,

pushed and shoved, or threatened
with arrest, but in the end several
mosque leaders were willing to
meet with them and respond to
their concerns.
Okoye ended her speech by
talking about contributing to an
anthology titled “The Secret Love
Lives of Muslim Women,” and
how doing so prompted her to
come out and seek more accepting Muslim communities. “It was
faith-affirming to read the interpretations coming from more progressive voices, and finding that
these are also people who take
their faith very seriously. They
read the same text, and come to
different conclusions […] finding
those voices has been very instru-

mental in me feeling comfortable
in my Islam,” Okoye said. Now, she
says “If I read [an interpretation of
the Quran] that doesn't work for
me, I don't accept it […] and I think
that's valid.”
During the question and
answer section after Okoye's talk,
one student asked for advice in
making GLOW an inclusive space.
Okoye advocated for setting safe
space ground rules, and advised
the group to be welcoming but
firm with those who violate those
rules.
Reflecting on the event and
Week of Awareness in general,
Maysaud believes that despite
the low attendance, “the learning
experience was valuable.”

The event was open to members
of the community, and was held in
Harper Hall from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m.
The opera “Don Giovanni” has
music composed by Mozart and an
Italian libretto (script) by Lorenzo
Da Ponte. It has two acts, and was
first performed on Oct. 29, 1787
in Prague, Bohemia. The story follows the infamous exploits of the
nobleman Don Giovanni. Giovanni
attempts to rape and seduce
numerous women throughout the
play with the help of his servant,

Leporello. His exploits cause the
death of the commendatore, and
provoke several characters to seek
revenge. The opera ends after a
statue of the commendatore pulls
Giovanni into hell.
Associate
Professor
of
Music Julie McQuinn teaches the
musicology course Opera and
Betrayal, which facilitated the
event. According to the 20152016 Lawrence University Course
Catalog, the course “examine[s]
different modes of betrayal (for

example, at the plot, music, or production level) within opera from
the 17th century to the present
and explore[s] possible meanings
conveyed by operas relative to
specific societal contexts and ideals, past and present.”
McQuinn said, “The idea [for
the panel] arose as a result of
student engagement with two
performances of Mozart’s opera
and with articles that we read
about the opera, […] class discussions, thinking in writing and for-

mal papers. Many of the students
were affected deeply by this opera
[…] especially by the resonances
with issues and ideologies related
to sexual harassment and assault.”
Senior Margaret McNeal said of
the class, “We felt as a class that
these issues are hugely significant
and deserve a safe space for discussion.” Panel members included McNeal as well as senior Jon
Hanrahan, senior Deme Helwig,

Student panel discusses prejudice in opera, voice department
Hannah Kinzer
Staff Writer

____________________________________

THIS

WEEK

On Sunday, Nov. 8, members
of the Musicology (MUCO) 453
course Opera and Betrayal led a
presentation and discussion on the
opera “Don Giovanni.” The event,
sponsored by the Student Alliance
Against Sexual Harassment and
Assault (SAASHA), addressed
issues of sexual harassment and
assault brought up in the opera.
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BIG PICTURE small space

GLOW hosts panel on
faith and sexuality
Tina Czaplinska
Staff Writer

____________________________________
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Representatives from Bon Appétit and Lawrence University
administration addressed student questions about food and
money during Wednesday’s forum on campus dining.

Student panel

continued from page 1
senior Jenna Kuchar and senior
Josh Eidem.
The presentation started
with Eidem and Hellwig, accompanied by Hanrahan, performing
the duet “Là ci darem la mano.” In
the opera, the piece is sung as Don
Giovanni coaxes the recently married Zerlina to accompany him to
his castle.
Next, panel members spoke
about exposing the violent sexual undercurrents of the opera.
They challenged the audience to
question the classic work, presenting the libretto and music
of the opera with the context of
Lawrence University’s sexual misconduct policy. They commented that while the libretto shows
many instances of sexual misconduct, the music does not reflect
the severity of these violations.
Additionally, Kuchar suggested transparent staging techniques, more critical character
notes in playbills and pre-performance lectures as ways that
could help the audience become
aware of such undertones. Eidem
questioned how social expectations regarding male behavior,
deviation from heterogeneous
sexuality and mental health relate
to judgment of Don Giovanni’s
actions. McNeal examined the
effect of the male gaze—the idea
of works being created to please a
heterosexual male audience—on

the depictions of characters in the
opera.
The discussion generated
strong responses. Hanrahan said,
“Our event brought to light a lot
of ugliness, but a lot of beautiful
possibility, too.” He went on to
explain, “Some members of our
audience asked probing, heartfelt
questions. Some brought their
own personal experiences, whether as opera professionals or survivors of sexual assault or just as
students at this school.” However,
he said, “We received a surprising
amount of pushback […] Why is it
so hard to acknowledge that the
music we love can convey dangerous, destructive ideals?” He went
on to say, “I was disappointed that
students and faculty alike are still
somewhat resistant to our critical
readings of canonized works, and
I was frankly shocked by the stark,
upsetting means some attendees
used to resist our thoughts.”
McNeal commented, “I am
disgusted by attempts from those
with privilege—particularly men
who refuse to acknowledge their
privilege—to deny the very existence of a dieresis and to assert
the status quo as the natural and
rational order of things.” She also
said, “By and large, attendees
were wonderful listeners who
contributed interesting perspectives to the conversation. It's just
a shame that these perspectives
were not given the full attention
they deserve in a more nuanced
conversation.”
Reflecting on topics brought

up in the discussion Hanrahan
said, “I want to talk about racism
in our most ‘cherished’ music and
performances. I want to destroy
the idea that Mozart and others
should remain on pedestals. I
want to talk about how this opera
would have ended if a woman
composed it.” McNeal responded,
“I would love to continue a conversation about how works and
composers become pedestalized
in the first place, and how the
appointment of ‘Great Masters’ is
a direct bi-product of the patriarchy. I would like to discuss what
it means to be a woman in music,
particularly as a classical singer.”
The event dealt with challenging questions and issues.
McQuinn said, “I hope that [the
event] encourages more discussion, more listening, more thinking, more action.”
“We shouldn’t shy away from
these issues! They affect us on a
daily basis,” urged McNeal. She
went on to say, “Art does not exist
in a vacuum—art reflects these
very issues and is a by-product of
them. By saying, ‘It’s just theater!
It’s just a product of its time!’
and mounting performances that
do not engage with the opera
critically, we create an excusable
space in which these manifestations of abuse and inequality can
be stripped so completely of their
weight that we can treat this content as entertainment and comedy.”

Aegean

continued from page 3
economy is a ticking time bomb.
The burden is now ours. A large
portion of the Greek community
has fallen into miserable self-pity,
but we have to be better than
that. Once I go back home, I plan
on sharing these ideas with my
peers. My hope is that they will

Stress addict

continued from page 3
your time. It really sucks when the
end of the break rolls around and

inspire some to act, to assume
responsibility for the future of
our beautiful country and strive
to focus not on the me of the
situation but on the we. From the
mighty Spartans at Thermopylae
to the fierce revolutionaries of the
1820s, this is what history has
taught us: we must remain united
in times of great despair. That is
Greek beauty.
you feel like you wasted it sitting
on your butt. Go out into the world
and experience things! You’re finally out of the Lawrence bubble
— make the most of it!
Good luck!
- Fiona

Congratulations to those students
recently elected to Phi Beta Kappa,
the most prestigious
academic honor society.
Abigail Hindson
Corby Johnson
Tahnee Marquardt
Zachary Martin
Vahaken Mouradian
Sophie Scholtz
Elena Stabile
Leo Sussman
Perrin Tourangeau
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“The thing about conservative communities is that you
have to figure out who is gay. A
good way to tell, though, is by
their shoes. Like my wife—she
wore really gay shoes,” said activist Ify Okoye last Friday, Nov. 6,
at the Queer People and Faith
panel sponsored by Lawrence
University’s Gay, Lesbian or
Whatever (GLOW) club.
The panel offered atheist
and religious viewpoints from
Judaism as well as different sects
of Catholicism and Islam. By creating a safe space, the panel aimed
to dissect the conflicts that can
arise between faith and a queer
identity.
“[The goal] is to talk about
the intersection of faith and
the queer identity,” highlighted
sophomore and GLOW Secretary
Brittany Neil.
The panel began by stressing that the focus of the discussion was personal accounts, not
sweeping generalizations about
entire religious establishments.
Okoye joined the panel
as GLOW’s special guest and
described her experiences converting to Islam at 18, while identifying as queer.
“I don’t feel the need to justify
being queer and Muslim,” began
Okoye.
While some panelists shared
positive experiences—like coming

out as transgender in their synagogue—others highlighted the
clear reality of some conservative
communities.
“There are few that understand [my sexuality] and the ones
that don’t will shoot me,” said
Nebal Maysaud.
Panelists also recognized
the struggle of participating in a
familiar space with an open queer
identity.
“I built relationships and
a community as straight,” said
Okoye, who is now married. “Now
I want to navigate authenticity.”
Another panelist recalled her
church having a Sunday sermon
mourning the legalization of gay
marriage in June of this year.
Despite this, panelists were
just as eager to bring attention
to the positive outcomes of their
queer identities in a religious setting.
“Muslim communities are
hyper-segregated between males
and females,” said Okoye. “Being
queer, I love hanging out with
women,” she said.
Regardless of the loopholes,
the panel asserted, these communities are a work in progress and
navigating these spaces should be
inclusive.
“It is important to remember
that queer spaces can be equally exclusive and aren’t always
accepting. I think it is important
to push the boundaries on what is
inclusive,” concluded Okoye.
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To Potato or Not to Potato,
That is the Question
Fiona Masterton
Columnist

_____________________________________________

Dear Fiona,
I’m really looking forward to
winter break because I need the
break from schoolwork, but all that
time off makes me super unproductive. I like having nothing to do, but
I don’t like how lazy I get when I
have nothing to do. How do I get
the downtime that I need without
becoming a couch potato?
- Sad Slouch
Dear Sad Slouch,
I have exactly the same problem. Winter break is a great time to
catch up on sleep, but at the same
time, when you find yourself going
to bed at 4 a.m. and waking up at
2 p.m., you’ve got to realize there’s
a problem. On top of that, in the
time that you are awake, you don’t
do anything productive; you just
lie around and watch Netflix, play
video games, or read trashy magazines and novels. Never changing
out of your pajamas becomes the
norm, and the prospect of putting

on actual clothes and spending
time with real human people is
terrifying. I call this potato-ing.
You become this immovable
couch potato who can’t function.
A certain amount of winter break
potato-ing is OK, and in fact, I
would argue that it’s necessary.
However, since our winter break is
so freaking long, if you spend the
whole break being a potato, then
it becomes unhealthy.
One of the things you can
do to make sure you don’t potato
away your break is have someone
who will plan activities and then
make you participate. Whether
it’s your parent, your sibling, your
friend or a significant other, it’s
nice to have someone who will
push you to get out of the house
and not just be a tired lump on the
couch.
However, if that individual
has a life of some sort—which is
likely—and can’t necessarily be
helping you out of your potatoy slump all the time, or you just
don’t have anyone who can fit that
role, then it is important to have a

few other tools at your disposal.
For example, you can make
a schedule for yourself. I suggest this all the time, I know, but
please bear with me. This can be
as simple as establishing a daily
routine—that hopefully involves
you getting up before noon—and
sticking to it.
On the other hand, if you
want to play it a little more looseygoosey day-to-day, you can create
a sort of larger-scale schedule for
the break. It would be something
like, “I will have bought all my hol-

Contamination

iday presents by ___” or “I will have
ordered all my textbooks for next
term by ___.” This kind of thing can
help spur you to be productive.
Another thing you can do is
think up some craft projects that
you can do over the break. That
way you have something to accomplish or some sort of goal to
meet before the end of the break.
Then you have a reason to get up
at a sensible hour and actually put
on clothes, since you will need to
work on your project or go and get
supplies for it. Your project can

also be a nice destresser from the
academic work you’ve been doing all term. It should not feel like
a burden, so pick something you
really enjoy doing or teach yourself how to do something you’ve
always been curious about—as
long as it’s safe to do at home, of
course. Don’t try and teach yourself how to tattoo people or something of that sort.
Basically, the trick is to find
things other than Netflix to occupy

See page 2

This serial story is a collaboration between the members of Lawrence
University’s Creative Writing Club. This week’s installation is written by
Jessica Morgan

Repercussions

The Modern Greekosystem
Savvas Sfairopoulos

I sat down, waiting to head into counseling services. The results of the Chester
investigation had just come out last week,
which was causing me to have flashbacks
of the night I had discovered his body in the
garden.
Next to the chair in the waiting room
was a small sandbox with shells and tiny
shovels. Fiddling with the bottom of my
oversized sweater, I kept peering over at
it. No matter how hard I tried to focus on
something else — what I was about to talk
about, the work I had yet to do tonight or
anything else — it demanded my attention.
The delicate shells and tiny grains of sand
looked so soft—smooth and waiting to be
rearranged into a new formation.
Is this here for me play with? I prodded
at the nearest shell, loosening it from the
sand it was covered in, and using the curve
of the shell to create a tiny sand pile. I felt
disappointed that all the sand was dry, and
that it couldn’t be molded and changed into
something else. What if I pored my apple
juice into the box? Or added a little spit into
it? Then it would be moldable … When was
the last time I played in the sand? Or made a
sand castle?
I continued to play, rearranging the
shells and putting intricate lines into the
sand with the tip of the shovel. I feel like a
five year old. As I moved one of the shells,
the shovel hit another shell that was buried
underneath it. I didn’t expect it to be there.
My mind flashed back to when I was in
SMUG and my shovel slammed into one of
Chester’s bones. I shuddered and buried my
face into my sweater.
“You can come in now, Serena,” said the
counselor as she motioned to me.
I walked into Sherlie’s cozy office and
kerplopped into the chair. After I started

talking, I was surprised by how much I
shared; how much was buried in my mind
that I could not say when classmates asked
how I was recovering.
“I can’t believe that he swallowed that
balloon — and that the investigator found it!
I want to know more behind the science of
that … and can you believe the water treatment plant?! That they would do something
like that to a student simply because they
didn’t want their expansion plan to come
out?”
“Serena, how would you — ” Sherlie
tried to break in.
“ — and Chester was such a good
reporter. It’s no wonder that he was able
to leave with that information. What a way
to deal with trying to shut down a school—
messing up the water. And to think that we
thought it was the produce from SMUG!”
“Uh, Serena, I think — ” she interrupted.
“Do you think that they would let me
read Chester’s note? Or release it to the
public? I want know what he said. Or maybe
I don’t …”
“Considering your recent flashbacks
and the anxiety attacks you’ve been experiencing, I don’t think that I’d recommend
that. Moving forward, what would — ”
“Can I go? I’m hungry. And now that I’m
not afraid of the food giving me food poisoning, I really do want to eat. I’m starving.”
“Serena?! Wait! Could you at least come
back tomorrow?” she shouted out her door.
I pretended not to hear her and kept
walking until I was outside. The wind blew
through the crisp air and I took a deep
breath. I glanced around, taking in the reds,
yellows and orange colors of the fall leaves.
Seems like a nice day to take a walk —
though, maybe not through the garden.

Columnist

________________________________________________________

“There is a close relationship between
national humiliation and political radicalization.” This is how the late great
Christopher Hitchens described modern
Greek history. As a Greek, I can verify the
validity of Hitchens’ words. Long after the
promising days of the ‘80s had passed,
Greece became a shadow of its former self;
misguided Greeks voted in a bunch of troglodytes, eventually leading to the obliteration of the Greek democratic ideals. This
kind of sociopolitical parody has tarnished
my country’s reputation, and endless political corruption has forced the Greek populace to their knees. When I left my country
to come to the U.S., unemployment was as
high as 25%. It has been three months and
I am afraid of what I am going to find upon
my return during winter break.
Truth be told, I belong to an unbelievably lucky group of Greeks. My father is
employed and works tirelessly to provide
for us, his family. My mother, too, has a
certain income that helps our family live
well, despite the incredible uncertainty of
the times. Without their support, I would
not have managed to escape the abysmal
conditions of my nation’s economy. Not
everybody has the same fate.
My second cousin is a brilliant young
man, eager to learn and with an unshakable passion for computer science. During
one of our discussions, he told me that
the educational system is a nightmare.
Underpaid teachers refuse to teach and go
on strike every other month. The result?
Students’ presence in class is inconsequential because the syllabus is either nonexistent or changes incessantly throughout the
year. Additionally, parents have to pay for
tutors to prepare their kids for the national

exams during their senior year. The educational system is in a state of decay, but
everyone is so preoccupied with the debt
crisis that they seem to have forgotten
about the scholarship of future Greeks. In
this chaotic system that has been forged
through endless corruption and chronic
mismanagement, education is the least of
people’s concerns.
My description may come off as fatalistic, but in order to understand the true
scope of Greece’s problems, one has to get
out of Greece and investigate the situation
from the outside. It has been three months
since I left home, and from what I have
gathered, quite a few things have changed.
The people are livid and react quite
impulsively to the government’s choices.
Admittedly, I do not know what to expect
when I return—disappointment painted
on people’s faces is a given. Sometimes, I
wonder if there is any hope for Greece. Is
our debt viable? Can we fight through the
crisis? These are the questions that keep
me awake at night. However, I know that
there is a solution. I do not know what that
solution is, but I am convinced that it can
be found through the unity of all Greeks.
As the great Greek benefactor Aristotle
Onassis once said, “It is in our darkest
moments when we must focus to see the
light.”
I am fairly certain that what awaits me
upon my arrival is not going to be a pretty
sight. My country is in a constant state of
turmoil, and as the wealth gap amongst
Greeks keeps increasing, some people realize this more than others. As young adults
now, it is time for my generation, myself
included, to step in and strive to be better than the ones preceding us. We have
been given a system that is broken and our

See page 2
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Lawrence hockey falls to Marian in shootout for series
Jordan Atkins

For The Lawrentian

____________________________________

The Lawrence University
(Vikings) Hockey team split its
two-game set against the Sabres
of Marian University on Nov. 6
and 7. After a thrilling 3-2 victory
at the Appleton Family Ice Center
on Friday evening, the Vikes traveled to Fond du Lac the next day
and were shut out by the Sabres
6-0. Because the series was tied,
a shootout was required immediately afterwards to determine
which team would have possession of the series’ traveling trophy
for the next year. Marian won the
shootout 2-1.
Leading the way for the
Vikings on Friday night was
junior and goaltender Mattias
Soderqvist. He allowed two second-period goals, but stopped

the rest of the 30 shots he faced.
Soderqvist held off a barrage of
shots on goal, while the Vikings
were nursing a one-goal lead in
the final period.
“Mattias played amazing,”
said junior and defenseman Ryan
Robertson of his goalie’s winning
performance. “That was the key to
the victory.”
Senior Matt Moore, sophomore Jake Kreutzer and senior
Renato Engler provided the
offense on Friday by scoring a
goal apiece. “Everything was just
clicking,” Robertson said.
“I thought we played really well,” said sophomore defenseman Matt Montemurro. “We
played a full 60 minutes.”
On Saturday, Lawrence outpaced Marion 31-26 in shots on
goal, but failed to push the puck
past Marian’s goaltender Mike

Baldwin even once as he picked
up the first shutout of his collegiate career. Sodervqist went the
distance for the Vikes and made
20 saves.
“We started to get away from
the things we normally do,” said
Montemurro. “Some guys got
thrown out for chirping.”
“We took a lot of bad penalties and that hurt us,” added
Robertson. “We couldn’t find the
back of the net, but we had a lot
of chances.”
The series represented
the start of conference play for
Lawrence (1-3). Unlike most other
Viking athletic teams, which compete in the Midwest Conference,
the hockey team is a member of
the highly competitive Northern
Collegiate Hockey Association
(NCHA). The NCHA has made
some changes this season by

adding Aurora University to the
league and modifying the playoff
format.
The Vikes earned a bid to
the league’s Harris Cup Playoffs
last season by finishing seventh
in the regular season. However,
the team will need to improve
upon their standing to qualify for
the postseason this year. Despite
the increasing league size, playoff qualification standards were
tightened, and only the six best
teams will compete for the cup.
Although qualifying will be
harder, the team’s goal remains
the same. “We know that we
are a playoff contender,” said
Montemurro. “We’ve improved a
lot since last season. We have a lot
of speed up front. We’ve got some
big physical defensemen who can
move the puck. I feel like we have
a real special team this year.”

Sports

Athletics Update
On Nov. 10, Lawrence University President Mark Burstein announced the appointment
of incoming Director of Athletics Christyn Abaray. Abaray comes to Lawrence from Buena
Vista University in Storm Lake, Iowa.
Last spring, current Director of Athletics and Head Hockey Coach Mike Szkodzinski
announced that he was stepping down from the role to focus more on coaching hockey.
Szkodzinski has been Lawrence’s director of athletics since 2009.
Abaray was one of several candidates being interviewed after a national search
was conducted following Szkodzinski’s announcement in May. She brings many years
of experience to the job as she worked for eight years as the associate athletic director at
Swarthmore College in Pennsylvania and has been the athletic director at Buena Vista
since 2012. Both colleges are private liberal arts schools with Division III programs, giving
Abaray a plethora of experience at academic institutions similar to Lawrence.
At Buena Vista, Abaray was instrumental in implementing many changes to the
facilities and athletic programs. Hopefully, her experience and knowledge of athletics
at a liberal arts school will lead to improvements of Lawrence athletics. Abaray will take
over her role as athletic director in April, after which she will oversee all 22 varsity teams
and a staff of more than 50 coaches.
Look out for a more detailed profile on Abaray in an upcoming issue.

The team will enjoy a weekend off before traveling to the
Upper Peninsula of Michigan
for its series against Finlandia
University on Nov. 20-21. Even
without games to play, the Vikes
will have business to attend to
in practice. “Going back and just
going over the fundamentals is
always something really crucial,”
said Montemurro in preparation for the upcoming matchups
against the Finlandia Lions.
The Vikes also hope for the
return of Engler and freshman
Nick Felan for the games against
the divisional rival. Both are currently out with concussions. The
team will be without sophomore
defenseman Brendan Vetter
who injured his shoulder in last
Saturday’s game and is expected
to be out long-term.

in photos

Senior Clare Bruning will pace the Lady Vikes at the regional meet.
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke

Cross Country

On Nov. 14, Lawrence University Cross
Country’s top seven athletes from the men’s
and women’s teams will compete at the
NCAA regional meet in Rock Island, Ill.

Freshman Sportlight
Max Stahl - Swimming
Brady Busha
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Freshman Max Stahl on the Lawrence
University Men’s Swim team recently finished his second meet as a Lawrence swimmer. In his recent meet at Ripon College,
despite the men’s team losing by a score of
123-58, Stahl was a bright spot, placing first
in the 200 IM with a time of 2:17.24.
Where are you from? What drew you to
Lawrence?
I’m from Albuquerque, N.M. I came to
Lawrence because of the pre-med program
here. Even though there’s no certain major,
the postgrad[uate] connections are great. I
also liked the size of the school.
What is the mentality like, getting ready
for a race? How do you stay focused?
I don’t do a whole lot. I just wait until
I’m there, and then when I’m behind the
blocks, I get really focused. If I start thinking about competition too far in advance, I
just freak myself out.

Now that the season’s beginning, what
has been your favorite part of the whole
experience?
Just hanging out with the team. They’re
really awesome, and I’ve never been on a
team that’s this solid and fun. Ever. My
relay team especially is really cool, so I hang
out with them all the time, playing video
games, watching South Park. It’s a lot of fun.

What’s one thing you’re really looking
forward to for the rest of this year as a
Lawrence student?
Currently, I’m taking German and I’m
really looking forward to understanding
that better since the language classes here
are so good. I’m also really excited to pursue my pre-med track and to continue to
experience the environment, since I think
it’s only gotten better.

How different does competing at
Lawrence feel from competing in high
school?
In high school, we didn’t have our own
pool. We had to use the University of New
Mexico’s pool for early practices, and it was

just miserable. Even as a captain, I wouldn’t
show up, because it was such a pain. There
was a lot of messing around, which was fun,
but it didn’t help me improve my swimming. Being here is a lot different. Even
within just these few short weeks, I think
I’m in the best swimming shape of my life.

about it as a team sport, about helping the
growth and environment of the individuals
around me. Being positive also helps the
people around me get better as swimmers
as well.

How have your teammates helped you
with your transition into the life of a collegiate student-athlete?
One of the captains of the team, senior
Hayley Cardinal, is a German major, so she
helps me with that. The men’s team, since
it’s so small and they’re all Chemistry people, they can’t really help me with studies.
But they really help to take the stress away
that comes with being in college.

What do you bring to this team that
could help to raise the team’s ranking at
conference?
I’m a backstroker. We only had one
backstroker last year, and we didn’t have
much of a relay last year. We’re already
doing fairly decent this year, but I’m not
really focused on me. I’m more concerned

Photo by Emei Thompson
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Athlete of the Week
by Gabriel Armistead Chapman

Arianna Neumeyer - Volleyball
AN: I’m not a very vocal person. I just go and do what I was taught.
I try to keep everybody calm by doing what I need to do.
GC: How was your transition from high school to the Division III
level?
AN: It’s a lot harder than high school was, but I kind of had an
easier transition because I played club [league]. So the competition
there [was] almost like college because I [was] going up against
Division I players. So, it was easier for me to transition than other
people.

GC: Was there anything you learned at the club level that helped
you this season?
AN: The speed of the game was a lot faster. That really helped me.
People would hit harder and dig more balls, so you’d have to be
smarter [about] where you place your shots.
GC: What is one aspect of your game you’re proud of?
AN: I think my defense is pretty good, and my hitting is good for
being 5 feet 6 inches. Usually hitters are either six feet or 5 feet
11 inches. Ever since I torn my ACL [Anterior Cruciate Ligament]
my junior year [of high school], I’ve lost four inches off my vertical
and I’ve had to be smarter about where I place the ball instead of
hitting it harder, so I’m proud that I was able to get smarter in the
game.

Photo by Emei Thompson

This week, I sat down with freshman and outside hitter Arianna
Neumeyer on the Lawrence University Volleyball team. On Nov. 6,
Neumeyer was named to the All-Midwest Conference second team.
She was the only Lawrence volleyball player to be All Conference.
This past season, Neumeyer led the team in kills with 215 and was
third on the team in digs with 282.
Gabe Chapman: What does it mean to you to be named to the AllConference second team?
Arianna Neumeyer: It’s a really big honor for me, especially as a
freshman.

GC: What did you think of your first season with the team?
AN: Well, our preseason was a little rough, but once conference
started, we really turned it around and played really well. This year,
I think we made Lawrence history with the most wins in a season.

GC: When you go out on the court, what kind of example do you try
to set? Do you lead by example?

GC: Is there an aspect you’d like to work on?
AN: I can always improve in all areas, but one thing I want to work
on is my serve. I have a jump serve, and I just want to get it to 55
miles per hour, if I can, by next year.

GC: What are you looking forward to this offseason?
AN: Just getting stronger and increasing my vertical. And building
better chemistry with my teammates since we have such a young
team—we only had two seniors—so we’re going to have the same
team for the next few years. If we really build our chemistry this
offseason, I think we’re going to be able to beat anybody.

GC: What’s your outlook for next season? Where do you want to see
the team one year from now?
AN: I want to see us making the conference tournament and hopefully winning, but just making it because I don’t think Lawrence
has made it in the past 15 years. We were so close this year—we
were only one game away from getting there and I think next year
we’ll be able to do it.
GC: What goals do you have for next year?
AN: Well, hopefully next year, I can get first team if I work hard. I
would like to get 1000 kills and digs [after senior year], so setting
goals so I can average around 300 each year. I wasn’t able to do
that in high school so that would be huge for me if I could get it in
college.

Football aims for first home win vs. Ripon
Matt Geleske
Staff Writer

_____________________

In a game featuring the
oldest college football rivalry
in Wisconsin, the Lawrence
University (Vikings) Football
team lost to the Ripon College
Redhawks with a final score of
43-15. Ripon improved its record
to 6-3 while Lawrence fell to 1-8.
The Vikings entered this
game determined to earn their
first win in the renovated Banta
Bowl. “This was our rival game,
but it didn’t change our game
plan,” said senior Pat Pierson.
“We made some changes to our
offense, but stuck to the way we do
things.” Lawrence began the game
on a high note with a 57-yard
kick return from freshman Alic
Reidel to the Ripon 35-yard line.
The effort was thwarted as Ripon
intercepted the ball before the
Vikings could complete a first
down. The Redhawks then rushed
their way to the endzone to bring

the score to 7-0. This possession seemed to set the tone as
Ripon capitalized on every drive,
while Lawrence failed to convert
a single first down until the very
end of the quarter. Ripon had four
unanswered touchdowns up until
the two-minute warning when
freshman and quarterback Ryan
Butterfield connected to freshman
and running back Terrance Simon.
With a successful two-point conversion, the Vikings brought the
score to 28-8. Ripon retaliated
quickly with a three play 81-yard
touchdown drive, taking a commanding lead at the half 36-8.
The Redhawks continued
to pile on to their lead during
the third quarter, bringing the
score to 43-8. It was not until the
beginning of the fourth that the
Vikings capitalized on a muffed
Ripon return with another reception by Simon in the endzone,
which determined the final score
of 43-15.
Ripon finished the game with
521 total yards of offense, 404 of
them coming from rushing yards.
The Viking run defense will cer-

STANDINGS
MEN’S BASKETBALL
TEAM
PREDICTION
St. Norbert
1
Monmouth
2
Ripon
3
Grinnell
4
Lake Forest
4
Carroll
6
Lawrence
7
Beloit
8
Cornell
9
Illinois
10
Knox College
11
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
TEAM
PREDICTION
St. Norbert		
1
Carroll 		
2
Cornell 		
3
Lake Forest		
4
Illinois 		
5
Grinnell 		
6
Monmouth 		
6
Beloit		 8
Knox 		
9
Ripon 		
10
Lawrence 		
11
FOOTBALL
MWC
North
St. Norbert
5-0
Carroll
4-1
Ripon
3-2
Macalester
2-3
Beloit
1-4
Lawrence
0-5
South
Monmouth
5-0
Illinois
3-2
Lake Forest
3-2
Cornell
3-2
Knox
1-4
Grinnell
0-5
TEAM

OVR
9-0
6-3
6-3
4-5
2-7
1-8
8-1
4-5
4-5
4-5
3-6
1-8

Statistics are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
Nov. 11, 2015

By the
Numbers

27th
The minute of the
game in which
sophomore Lewis
Lawrence lines up, ready to block incoming offensive players.
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke

tainly need improvement as they
approach their final game of the
year.
Lawrence will finish its season on Nov. 14 against Grinnell
College, where the team hopes
to earn its first Banta Bowl win.
This will be the second matchup
of the season for the two teams,

Lawrence having lost the last
game in a close score of 28-20.
“Our offense has gotten a lot
better,” said Pierson. “We’ll be
watching a lot of film and making adjustments.” Grinnell shares
a 1-8 record with Lawrence; this
leaves the Vikings certainly within
reach of victory.

Berger scored the
game-winning goal
in LU’s 1-0 win
against Monmouth
College on Oct. 31.
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Artist behind “Violeur” stickers discusses
artistic process, motivation and activism
Laura Leppink
Staff Writer

_______________________________________________

Everyday you see posters advertising
the latest campus activity, the next big party
or perhaps a student recital. With so many
of these announcements around campus you
may be inclined to gloss over them or ignore
them completely.
However, the latest sticker showing up
on campus posting areas is capturing more
attention. The sticker reads “Violeur”. Unlike
most postings around campus this sticker
is not aimed to please but is aimed to make
students think. In order to come to a deeper
understanding I was able to sit down with
the sticker’s artist, who at this time wishes to
remain anonymous.
Editor’s Note: This interview is about
rape and sexual assault, and some of the
content may be triggering.
What is the title of your piece?
It is called “Violeur”, which is a word
in French which serves as a trigger warning and also helps with my concept which
I think is fitting for the subject matter for
this piece.

How did you choose the medium of this
project?
This piece was initially a painting. Then
I thought about it and was like, why don’t I
make this a sticker? I had to jump through a
lot of hoops to get it on campus but I think
that in the long run it was fine. I had to go
get four signatures. I wrote a statement as
to why I was doing this; this is my reaction
my response to a perpetrator returning
to campus and all of these people signed.
I tried to be as transparent as I could be
because I want people to know what this
was about, without sugar coating it. For
survivors, I was thinking about survivors,
and other people who might be triggered by
having the word rapist rather than violeur.
When did you start thinking about this
project?
I was off campus when all of this
controversy about someone returning to
campus arose, which ultimately led to the
changes to the sexual misconduct policy.
Amidst all these changes, I began to think
about my role as a student, as a woman and
as a survivor actually being on campus and
the paralyzing fear I feel knowing perpe-

trators are here. So, I really wanted to do
something that was very confrontational
and very unapologetic because I think of
myself as a very blunt person.
I really wanted to make this a very confrontational piece where people are forced
to think about it every single day because
survivors don’t have that option, it is something that is carried with us as we live our
day-to-day lives.
Did you have any influences on this project?
Not at first, I didn’t look up other
artists. I did feel like it pretty much had
a “wanted sign” kind of feel to it, which I
really liked and was kind of going for with
the bold letters and the very mysterious
outline of the face.

Could you describe the process of creating your artwork?
It was a very therapeutic process. I
really wanted this to be my own healing.
So, I painted this face and then I wrote the
words then blocked them out with tape.
Then I just started ripping it, completely
ripping everything apart. To me it symbolizes a part of me that has been taken
away and so that was my action of ‘this
was what you’ve taken away from me’. But
then I re-pieced it together with string,
which symbolizes the very thin pieces of
what is remaining because I think people
believe sexual violence is only a one-time
impact that is never revisited. Which is
false. Survivors have a long time healing
process.
What are you hoping others take away
from seeing this every single day?
I hope that people see it and say “wow.”
There are three main reason I want people
to see this: I want survivors to see it and say
‘wow this could be my perpetrator and they
are being called out’, potential perpetrators
who have not been outed to see it and think
‘wow someone knows who I am’, and for the
person who came back it shows I know who
you are and you’re not welcome. Which I
think is great because it has different targeted audiences, while also targeting those
who don’t know what this is all about, who
then can look it up and come up with their
own views of it. Yet, the words are so bold
that it cannot be anything else other than
what it really is. The meanings are pretty

closed, but I think different people based
on their backgrounds take away something
completely different.
Do you think this meaning will be different for students or outside community
members or even faculty?
I think for students it should show
that someone is actually going to address
this issue, which might be scary or exciting for people. Some people might think
that’s right, some people might think that’s
wrong but I did it in a way which resonated with me and kept my artistic integrity
intact. People are going to make their own
assumptions about whom this person is or
the various people they are because it is so
ambiguous. For faculty it is says ‘this could
be anyone in my class’. Showing them it is
an issue on campus they are not immune
to, because we tend to think of our campus
as this safe bubble where nothing bad ever
happens, which is very unrealistic. By doing
something like this it challenges people’s
idea about Lawrence and discourse surrounding sexual violence. Making people
reassess what they think about the school,
about rape culture and how our community
responds and feeds into that.

like that here. It makes people reassess
what is told to us and open up discussion
surrounding safety overall.
Do you see this artwork you have done
now continuing into the future?
I think so. This is something that is
very personal to me and I am just learning
how to put my activism into my art. Art has
a way of reaching a variety of people and
can be effective at making commentary on
issues.

Do you have anything else you would like
to add?
I think what I want to get out of this
is that the pain is very real, that there are
many people on this campus who have
been the victims of these kind of acts. As a
community we can’t be complacent because
these are people’s lives at the end of the
day. Are we OK with that? Are we OK with
letting people come back after such violent
acts?
To survivors: You are valid, you are
powerful, and you are strong!

How do you think your artwork feeds
into dialogue on campus?
I wanted it to start a dialogue about
rapists and the longtime trauma that their
actions have had on different students but
also the stain they leave on this community. At the end of the day, I want this
community to start, really start, a dialogue
and ultimately better support survivors. In
addition, I have heard numerous times that
various perpetrators who come back go
through intensive screening to make sure
they are no longer a threat. I don’t buy that.
As a survivor, I think of this as a huge slap
in the face to let a perpetrator come back to
campus. Safety is compromised.
Do you think that it has sparked discussion?
I have seen people say ‘what is this?’
and actually take the stickers down because
they find them offensive. It is really interesting because I think our campus is split.
There are people who don’t care because
they think it doesn’t affect them - but it
does- and there are people who think this
is really good because we don’t want people

An example of the “Violeur” sticker
Photo Provided

Students prepare for the Sustainable China trip

Mina Seo

For The Lawrentian

_______________________________________________

This winter break, students will travel
to China for the annual Sustainable China
trip.
Since the mid-2000s, Lawrence
University has offered a study abroad
program to China with an agenda called,
“Integrating Culture, Conservation and
Commerce.” Utilizing the resources of
Lawrence’s current East Asian Studies and
Environmental Studies programs. This program gives students a chance to experience
foreign culture and engage in academic
research on their particular interests. This
year, Stephen Edward Scarff Professor
of International Affairs and Associate
Professor of Government Jason Brozek
spearheaded the trip to China and help
organize the general itinerary for this program.
The Sustainable China trip will take
18 days from Dec. 1 to Dec. 18. Students
joining this program will visit five cities in
total: Shanghai, Wuxi, Guiyang, Shenzhen

and Hong Kong. Participants in the program
engage in a variety of majors other than
Chinese, Economics and Government. Any
students who are interested in environmental studies, language, history, anthropology,
politics or even science can participate in
this study abroad program, as this trip will
be a “rich, busy trip” but a “very rewarding
one” as Brozek briefly hinted.
“The purpose of this trip is to explore
the concept of sustainability,” said Brozek.
“Which we think of as environmental conservation, economic development and cultural heritage to explore that concept of
sustainability through the lens of historical,
contemporary China,” he said.
Brozek associates the Sustainable
China trip with a notion of the “extended
classroom.” He explains, “The idea of the
trip is to go to China at the end of a term
and continue to explore all of the things
we have been learning in the class. For
example, this trip provides students with
an opportunity to think about how natural
resources are related to economic development and how Chinese culture is connected

to conservation—to extend our work in the
class to the country of China.”
“I've never been outside of the United
States,” said sophomore Chelsea Gosney,
who is currently taking Chinese 101 and
the Sustainable China class in preparation
for the trip. “So this trip to me is about
allowing me to diversify my knowledge of
the world and actually get to experience
another country after studying it all term,”
said Gosney. After attending the information session for the trip suggested by her
biology professor, she applied for this program last year and took the chance to join
this trip in her sophomore year.
Like Chelsea, most of the participants
start applying for this program in their
freshman year. Those who have applied for
this program are also required to attend
a Chinese language class and Sustainable
China class.
Another student who previously studied abroad in Beijing, sophomore, Meghan
Murphy, also shared her expectations for
the Sustainable China Program. “I heard
about the Sustainable China trip by chance.

I overheard someone talking about the program and asked how I could learn more. I
was also intrigued by the interdisciplinary
nature of the program. To me, it is exciting
to have the opportunity to look at China on
the broad level of sustainability but through
many disciplines,” Murphy said. She also
took the Sustainable China class, which
delves into sustainability in China, before
leaving for trip. On this class, she commented, “In our class we have been exploring many examples of sustainability or lack
of sustainability in China, and I can't wait
to go see what we have been talking about.”
The first major trip to Hong Kong in
December 2009 has since expanded into
several types of trips. Each of the trips over
the past years have had different themes
but also have interdisciplinary features that
bring all the distinct subjects such as science, humanities and social sciences into
one. Lawrence University has been able to
successfully launch most of the recent trips
to China with the funding from the New
York City-based Henry Luce Foundation.
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Seniors gain access to
the Main Hall cupola
Between 3 and 5 p.m. on Wednesday, Nov. 11, seniors climbed the
perilous stairs to the Main Hall cupola. Those who did so were among
the first 100 seniors to donate on Giving Day. While in the cupola, seniors
signed their names, wrote initials and left drawings.

What’s in your bag?

Photos by Rose Nelson

Regan Martin
Staff Writer

___________________________

What are the three most important things in your backpack?
Senior Cora Williams: Let’s see, pocketknife, which I do use,
ChapStick … can I look through my backpack?
Yes.
Williams: Oh and this guy! My beast!
Ariela Rosa signs her name in the cupola.

And why are these three the most important?
Williams: Well, ChapStick and the pocketknife are useful. I’m
embarrassed by how often I put ChapStick on in a day. My
pocketknife I use to sharpen my pencils, because I don’t like
pencil sharpeners, and this little lion figurine has traveled the
world with me and is kind of a good luck charm.
Do you carry these three things with you all the time?
Williams: Yeah, unless I don’t have my backpack, but sometimes
if I don’t have my backpack, I will take the lion and put it in
my pocket. And I have a second pocketknife that I will put in a
pocket.

Jenni Sefcik picks a place to sign her name.

Do you have anything else you want to say about these
objects?
Williams: I don’t like this particular ChapStick. It’s vanilla candy
cane milkshake—vanilla on one side candy cane on the other. I
only use the candy cane side, the vanilla is too sweet.

Hailie Nguyen and Phong Le pose for a photograph.

Michelle Ohlhausen and Marianthi Tangili enjoy the unique view of the campus.

HELP THE ENVIRONMENT.

RECYCLE THIS NEWSPAPER!

The contents of Cora Williams’ bag
Photo by Regan Martin
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Cline and Amidon share masterful performances
Izzy Yellen
Columnist

________________________

On Tuesday, Nov. 3, Lawrence
University students and faculty
had the unique treat to see two
very different concerts in one sitting, hosted by the Band Booking
Committee (BBC). First up was
Nels Cline, the lead guitarist of
Wilco and a component of many
side projects that cover countless
genres. During his set, he put the
audience in awe with a diverse
soundscapes. Sam Amidon, a folk
artist who incorporates unexpected influences and a unique personality into his music, followed
Cline.
After a short introduction
by BBC’s president, super senior
Greyson Sztuczko, Cline began
playing, and he did not stop for
about 45 minutes. Over this time,
he utilized his guitar and several

effects pedals to create a myriad
of textures, timbres and musical
environments. The whole piece
was improvised, giving it a huge
range of dynamics and feelings.
“Some elements while not exactly
‘random’ are still barely controlled
or only half-realized, half-successful, which can start a whole
sequence of events unplanned
and possibly unexpected—a combination of rescue operations and
making messes to get out of messes….” Cline explained in regards to
what goes through his mind as he
plays sets such as this.
This approach to playing,
despite the negative connotations that come with “messes”
and the other descriptors he used,
was highly intriguing to listen to
because of the stream-of-conscious feel he provided. No one
could guess what would happen
next. He was then able to feed
off this unexpectedness, creat-

ing whatever sound he wanted
to next.
He also created hauntingly
beautiful, elongated sections that
were more based in developing
a melody conventionally, like in
most straight-ahead jazz. While
these sections contrasted greatly
with his walls of sound made of
layered, ominous and abrasive
effects, the transitions made sense
to me because I viewed the collection of sundry soundscapes
as a soundtrack to dreams and
nightmares. Sometimes quick and
jolting, and sometimes gradual
and soothing, the transitions were
always beautifully done, adding to
natural progression of the piece.
The dream-like world of sound
Nels Cline created was an incredible one to be in.
Amidon’s set was much different, consisting of eleven folk
songs peppered with humorous
anecdotes between each song.

For the most part, the concert
was composed of Appalachian
and Irish folk songs reworked
by Amidon, but as the show progressed, more and more elements
typically foreign to folk crept in.
In a somber tune that dealt with
loneliness, for example, there was
a break where Cline and freshman drummer Spencer Tweedy
faded out and Amidon improvised
a dissonant solo on fiddle, quoting free jazz saxophonist Ornette
Coleman. Based on the context of
this genre, I was not expecting this
or anything like it but was more
than pleasantly surprised.
Amidon’s personality and
connection to the audience was
another aspect that made me
enjoy the experience greatly.
Between nearly every song, he
talked about a variety of things,
from his driver’s education
instructor to spiritual experiences. Through being so open and

personable with the audience,
his connection to the music was
stronger. “You have to look into
the spirits of the audience members to receive some new power,
which you then imbibe and send
back out to them,” Amidon shared
with me. It’s been a while since
I’ve seen a musician that is not
only extremely talented but also
very genial and makes such an
effort to break down the barrier
between the musician and concert-goer.
Both masters of their crafts,
Cline and Amidon created two
very different musical atmospheres that the audience added
to with their appreciation. With
soundscape
improvisations,
unique folk and approachable
kindness from both performers,
this was a concert I will look back
at with fondness for a long time.

Fred Sturm Jazz Celebration Weekend
Cyrille Aimée presents
range of vocal talents

McKenzie Fetters

Staff Writer
_____________________________________

This past weekend at
Lawrence University was the Fred
Sturm Jazz Celebration Weekend,
which featured two major performances: one by jazz vocalist
Cyrille Aimée on Friday, Nov. 6 and
another by the Rufus Reid Quartet
on Saturday, Nov. 7.
I had the privilege of attending the concert of Cyrille Aimée
on Friday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Lawrence Memorial Chapel. Low
lighting encompassed the stage
that night, setting the mood as the
performers calmly walked out:.
Cyrille Aimée was accompanied
by two different guitarists, a string
bassist and a drummer. As soon
as Aimée opened her mouth to
sing, I was stunned at the inherent
beauty present in her soft, soothing voice. The program said that
each piece would be introduced
from the stage, but Aimée and her
band played the first three songs
unannounced, allowing the music
to wash over the audience without
the distraction of the piece titles.
Aimée’s talented vocal prowess lulled me into a subdued daydream, took me on a leisurely
walk through the streets of New
York and at one point made the
entire audience heave a collective
sigh as she delicately finished one
particular love song. Her voice
was never forced, and a cool relaxation permeated her entire performance and set everyone in the
audience instantly at ease. Even
during the more upbeat songs,
Aimée pulled the notes out of the
air like it was nothing. It occurred
to me that jazz music is less of a

musical style and more of a mindset; a state of carefree enjoyment
of the world and what it has to
offer.
Aimée and her counterparts
certainly embodied this jazz mindset. Throughout the concert, each
of them took turns smiling at each
other, laughing good-naturedly
and, in Aimée’s case, dancing
along to each other’s music. The
resulting synergy possessed by
this relatively small ensemble was
unbelievable, as was their ability
to create incredible musical swells
and then dissipate into silence.
Aimée sang several songs
from her debut album titled “It’s
a Good Day,” including the brisk
and happy tune “Nuit Blanche,”
a French piece that translates to
“white night” and chronicles a
sleepless night due to unrequited
love; her own take on “Love Me
or Leave Me,” inspired by versions
by Nina Simone and Billie Holiday;
and “Off the Wall” by Michael
Jackson, all of which made for a
thoughtfully rich and diversified
concert selection.
Perhaps most notable among
the program was “All Love,” a song
by the guitarist Babik Reinhart.
According to the program notes,
Aimée was so inspired by the
melody when she heard it played
at Reinhart’s funeral that she
requested to write her own words
to it. The resulting song contained
such lovely moments of pure,
unadulterated nostalgia and sadness that never seemed to reach
a maximum volume. I remained
in awe of the remarkable restraint
shown by Aimée and her fellow
performers in both their gentle
timing and their sensitive, con-

scious crescendos.
Aimée topped off her performance with a piece that she had
written about a trip to India called
“One Way Ticket to Somewhere.”
For this piece, Aimée produced a
small bowl-like object, which she
played by stroking its rim continuously with what looked like a
brush. This instrument produced
a singular, clear tone that seemed
to combine the sound of a bell and
the whistle of the train that Aimée
would have taken during her trip
around India. Aimée harmonized
with this tone, embellishing an
already astounding piece.
In this pleasantly pulsating
and pure finale, when Aimée sang
about her journey “I kind of hope
we never get there,” I found myself
thinking the same thing—hoping
that we were not yet at the end
of the piece, or the concert, for
that matter, because the journey
was just that fun of an experience.
Sure enough, the rest of the audience had not had enough either,
so when Aimée finished her final
song, the applause continued for
several minutes, and she and her
counterparts ended up walking
back out on stage to perform an
encore piece.
It was amazing to get to experience so many different styles
in one concert. Aimée certainly
inspired me to want to listen to
and immerse myself in more of
the jazz musical genre and to
explore the jazz mindset, as well.
After all, as Aimée and her counterparts showed, not just music,
but life in general is more fun
when one is relaxed enough to
enjoy the journey.

Rufus Reid, LUJE
& Music for Food
Wendell Leafstedt

Staff Writer
_____________________________________

On Saturday, Nov. 7, the
Lawrence
University
Jazz
Ensemble (LUJE) performed with
guest artist Rufus Reid and his
quartet as part of the Fred Sturm
Jazz Celebration Weekend. The
concert, held in the Lawrence
Memorial Chapel, attracted
all types of people, including
Lawrence students and faculty as
well as people from all around
Appleton.
This concert is first in a series
of large-ensemble concerts presented in partnership with Music
for Food, a national organization
dedicated to fighting hunger. At
each large-ensemble concert for
the rest of Fall Term, donations of
cash or non-perishable foods will
be encouraged. Donations will
then be distributed to underprivileged families in the Fox Cities
area.
Super senior Leo Sussman,
chairperson of the Dean’s
Advisory Council, likes that Music
for Food “introduces a lot of
Lawrence students to a different
side of the Appleton community.”
At Lawrence, it is easy to forget
about what happens off campus.
If anyone wants to learn more
about Music for Food, they can
contact Kathy Kautsky, the faculty
member in charge of the partnership or look online at the Music
for Food website. Remember to
bring your extra canned goods to
the Lawrence University Choirs
concert on Friday, Nov. 13 or the
Lawrence Symphony Orchestra
concert on Saturday, Nov. 14.
In the first half of the concert, Rufus Reid played his bass
with LUJE on five different pieces.
Reid composed some of the tunes
while others were jazz standards.
Kimberly-Clark Professor of Music
Fred Sturm, the namesake of Jazz
Celebration Weekend, composed

one song. Each had a different
flavor.
One of the most striking
aspects of the performance was
Reid’s humble demeanor. He
always paid special attention to
the musicians of LUJE, sometimes
preferring to face them rather
than the audience. Engaging with
the music seemed more important
to him than being in the spotlight.
Because of the nature of the
bass, Reid played a supporting
role in many of the pieces. Reid
seemed happy to pluck accompaniment figures while student
soloists improvised. One piece
called “The Meddler” featured
a long duet between Reid and
sophomore Christian Rasmussen.
In “Recognition,” senior Emily
Wendorff sang in perfect unison
with a cool wind melody.
Although he is soft-spoken,
Reid is a charismatic character. He
commanded the stage both when
he played and during his addresses to the crowd. Between musical
numbers, he would often pause
to talk about an upcoming piece.
The audience listened intently to
his stories.
Rufus Reid’s Quartet played
during the second half of the concert. The quartet is comprised
of saxophonist Tia Fuller, pianist
Steve Allee and percussionist
Duduka Da Fonseca. They looked
happy and relaxed on stage, smiling and engaging with each other
during every piece.
Reid had advice for the musicians on stage and in the crowd:
“Whatever you do in your life,
keep music in it.” He believes that
his commitment to music performance, education and composition has made his life more enjoyable and rewarding. After the last
piece on the first half of the show
ended he remarked, “We [musicians] need you and you need us.”
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ARTIST SPOTLIGHT:

SARAH COFFMAN
Emma Arnesen

Staff Writer
____________________________________

For senior vocal performance major Sarah Coffman,
music has always been a part
of her life. “I’m also a cellist. I
played a lot more though my first
two years here [at Lawrence],
but I ran out of time because
Lawrence is busy and one major
is enough. I also play piano, used
to play flute, used to play guitar,”
Coffman stated with laughter.
“I come from a musical
family. They are all performers; they are not like musicologists or theorists, so they don’t
really think critically about what
they do” Coffman said. Though
she grew up in a very musical
household of instrumentalists,
Coffman said that Lawrence has
helped her to learn and think
more critically and become a
more confident musician.
Coffman said starting voice
lessons in the eighth grade was
beneficial. Choosing voice was
her own idea since the rest of
her family members were instrumentalists. She had always had a
love for theater; she liked to sing
in church and watch musicals. “I
feel like when I play an instrument it’s kind of an obstacle
between me and what I’m trying
to express,” Coffman said. “So
for me, singing is just a lot easier
and a lot more fun.”
Coffman explained how
singing is also much more personal because no one has the
same voice; everyone’s singing
is unique. In addition, with singing there is text, which, “adds a

whole other layer of expression
that I think is so interesting,” she
said. To Coffman, text helps her
connect with the art form and
learn more about the musical
history. This pertains to her love
for new music and early music.
“I’ve really gotten into earlier music,” she said, “and it’s not
so common in the music world
to perform things that aren’t
from between, like, 1750 to
1920—that’s the common practice period as we call it.” Early
music, which can be considered
Bach and earlier, is interesting
to Coffman because reviving
early music in the medieval and
renaissance times is all about
interpretation.
“I like exploring performance decisions, which can vary
so much, because we don’t really
know what that music sounded
like or how it was performed at
all, in a lot of cases, so I find that
really interesting and it gives
me a certain freedom,” Coffman
said. Compared to modern
music and common practice, in
early music there are no specific
expressive markings that tell the
performer how to perform the
piece. To Coffman, this is more
liberating because early music
leaves a lot of choice up to the
artist, and there is a lot more
individual research needed to
make informed decisions.
As a senior at Lawrence,
Coffman stated “this is probably my best year so far.” She
explained how much she has
learned in becoming a more
observant and confident musician through her experience in

performing and taking classes at
Lawrence. Recently, one of her
favorite experiences has been
the micro-operas.
“I love working with
Copeland Woodruff, who is our
new opera director. He’s new
from last year and I also took
his opera workshop class.” Even
as a vocal performance major,
Coffman explained how she
never thought she would be
able to experience such creative
forms of music through semiimprovisational operas and creating her own original compositions.
Since coming to Lawrence,
Coffman has realized that she is
interested in a lot more things
besides music. “I realize that I
love history. I love literary analysis, reading into languages.
Psychology is interesting to me
too,” she explained her many
interests. “I feel like the music
history sequence has kind of
opened that up for me, because
it is so rigorous and so interdisciplinary that I felt like I could
learn about a lot more things.”
Coffman looks forward to
the choir concert coming up
Friday, Nov. 13 at 8 p.m. in the
chapel. There are some challenging pieces at this performance.
“There’s one, like, ‘gypsy’ song,
I hesitate to call it that,” Coffman
stated. “It’s like a Schumann and
its German Romantic. We’re also
singing an arrangement of an
African-American spiritual, so I
think our choir has been trying to figure out how to present these works in a way that
informs the audience about

what they are seeing.”
She added that the challenges involve the romanticism
and exoticism of the Schumann
piece. Performing and understanding the complexities of
these diverse musical arrangements shows how versed

Coffman has become while in
the multi-interested community
of Lawrence. Her love for learning and exploring new ways to
express her musical talent has
helped her to become a confident vocalist.
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Book Review

“Descender Volume 1: Tin Stars”
Henry Dykstal
Staff Writer

________________________

When the next generation
of great comics creators began
around 2007, one of the most
promising was Jeff Lemire. He
was one of those rarities in
American comics, a writer who
can draw as well as he can write.
Lemire stunned the world with
his “Essex County” trilogy, a
poignant, heartbreaking look at
the rural Canada he grew up in
and a fascinating exploration of
memory and family.
After that secured his reputation, DC Comics scooped him
up, and he turned in two projects for them: “The Nobody,”
a retelling of H.G. Wells’ classic “Invisible Man,” and “Sweet

Tooth,” a series that ended up
being his most innovative and
disappointing work at the same
time. After one more graphic
novel, “The Underwater Welder,”
Lemire has spent the last few
years doing work for hire for
DC, Marvel and the newly relaunched Valiant Entertainment,
giving doubts as to whether or
not Lemire would ever live up to
his promise.
I am happy to say that the
wait is over. Lemire’s first series
for Image, “Descender,” has
single-handedly reminded us of
why the world took notice of
him in the first place. Moving
away from the rural areas of his
early work, this is instead an
epic space opera, set thousands
of years in the future, where
humanity has colonized the gal-

axy and a variety of aliens have
become our allies.
But lest you think that
Lemire has forgotten his
strengths, you need not worry;
rather than take a sweeping
approach to an ensemble drama,
“Descender” is more like if
Steven Spielberg had directed
“Star Wars.” It follows TIM-21,
an eerily lifelike android, waking up 10 years after a group of
giant robots the size of planets
caused genocide throughout the
galaxy, sparing only his fellow
robots.
Having learned that TIM21’s systems are identical to
these same robots, he is chased
across the galaxy, accompanied
by his robot dog Bandit, a homicidal mining robot who goes
by “Driller the Real Killer,” TIM-

21’s creator Dr. Quon and the
two officers in charge of bringing TIM-21 back to the Galactic
Council. At the Council, his code
can be examined in an attempt to
make sure that when the robots
come back they will know what
to expect and how to fight back.
Lemire’s story is compelling, full of twists and turns that
flow together masterfully and
he sets up plenty of mysteries
for this first arc, but this whole
thing would not be possible
without his artist and cocreator
Dustin Nguyen. Nguyen, who
paints instead of draws, renders in watercolor gorgeous set
pieces using the bare amount of
color and line to create an almost
washed-out, dreamy look. You
hardly ever see a comic praised
for its lighting, but Nguyen is

clearly a painter of the classical
kind, able to create thrilling and
tense action with almost nothing.
I should be clear on one
thing though: this is still volume
one of what is clearly going to
be a long story. What may come
in the future for TIM-21 and
his companions, and whether or
not “Descender” will, in the end,
be another “Essex County” or
“Sweet Tooth” is not clear at the
moment. But this is an excellent
start to an epic, one that will
make you wonder just what it
is you have found yourself getting into by the end of the first
volume. If you are a long-time
comics fan or someone looking
to start, I will just make it clear:
you need this book.
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STAFF EDITORIAL
Creating a safer social environment on campus
At Lawrence, there seems to be a social divide between students who enjoy drinking and partying,
and those who do not. In addition, students do not always feel safe in environments where alcohol is
present due to the amount of binge-drinking that occurs on the weekends. In order to create a social
environment where students feel comfortable and satisfied with their hangout options on the weekend,
we would like to provide two potential solutions to these issues.
Firstly, Lawrence would benefit from the addition of campus-sponsored parties. While there are
a variety of substance-free activities available for students throughout the week, the type of activities
sponsored by campus resources are set in more laid-back, quiet environments aimed at more introverted personality types. Movies at midnight or Saturday Night Late are great programs for students that
want to relax, but not always for those who need a way to burn off some energy.

The choice to consume or not consume alcohol is not a direct indicator of what types of activities
students with to enjoy. Even though someone does not wish to drink, they may still have interest in dancing at a party held in one of the group houses and chatting with their peers. While clubs like Lawrence
University Swing Dance host themed dances, not everyone wants to learn a specific dance style, either.
Unfortunately, not all students feel safe within these spaces due to the excessive amount of drinking
that takes place within them. And even though Campus Safety is always around in case of a conflict, it
seems as though Campus Life turns a blind eye away from the fact that so many drinking parties occur.

Creating campus-sponsored events that mirror parties held within the dorms and group houses on
campus could help to provide students with a more active outlet on the weekends. Dances such as the
President’s Ball and Lawrence International formals are typically well attended, but hosted infrequently.
Secondly, it is our hope that a system can be put in place that would allow more honesty between
administration and students about when and where alcohol is present. When registering a party, students need to state whether it will include alcohol or not. In the case of a party with alcohol present,
students who plan on drinking are to be carded and wrist-banded. However, when is this actually practiced on campus? When drinking occurs at parties, there is a lack of honesty between students and staff
about when alcohol will be present. Despite how frequently students are dishonest about whether the
party will contain alcohol or not, there has been no systematic change to alter the pattern of dishonesty
about its use.

A system that allows more transparency between students and administration about the use of
alcohol during parties may be tricky to achieve due to our country’s drinking laws. It is also important
to keep in mind that the reason that this is a problem on campus is that students are not completely
honest when they will be including alcohol so as not to create more work for themselves or exclude
underage students. However, reflecting on our current system to allow for more communication could
have a positive effect on students’ attitudes about drinking and potentially create a safer environment.
Our hope is that between a more direct system of communication about drinking parties on campus
and the inclusion of more alcohol-free dance or party-like settings, students will both stay safe and feel
comfortable at our university’s available social events.

Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Jessica Morgan at jessica.m.morgan@
lawrence.edu. We review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the
right to edit for clarity, decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before publication, and should not be more than 350 words.

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and
community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the authors. The
Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which
represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to
submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.

We need more diversity
on Lawrence’s campus
Krystin Williams
For The Lawrentian

_____________________________________

After Coates’ immaculate
speech during the convocation, it
made me reflect on my own life
what I could possibly do to create
change. As one of the few black
students present at Lawrence
University, I desire more diversity
on campus and to be able to freely
express myself as a young woman
of color. After having to deal with
many issues involving my race, I
considered myself a part of the
minority, a black fly amidst a sea
of people who were not like me in
appearance. How did race evolve
from a definition into a belief in
the mindsets of most individuals? As I think about where we
went wrong, I think about my past
experiences with racism.
I never realized that my hue
was different from others when I
was a child. I had a different mindset then: coloring books, runs
to the candy store, and Sunday
morning cartoons. At that young,
innocent age, I assumed that this
was what life was really about,
and by just taking away nap time
and adding hours of sleep deprivation with a few cups of coffee that this would be the basis
of adulthood. I thought I would
never deal with anything too serious as I grew older and became
an adult. My mother made it seem
so easy! It was not until the age of
thirteen that I realized the effects
of discrimination.
I was enrolled into summer
camp and was excited to go. On
the first day, I was asked by a girl
in my camp group, “What are you
mixed with?” I stood in front of
her, young and confused, while my
face grew hot with a new feeling
I have never experienced. When
she explained to me that I could
not be fully black because of how I
looked and the texture of my hair,
I was appalled. I never thought too
much of my race and my appearance when I was a child.
Of course, I was aware that not
everyone looked like me and that
a seemingly endless amount of
ethnicities existed, but for some
reason I did not believe that it was

of any importance to acknowledge. It was at that moment when
the veil of ignorance was stripped
away from me and I realized that
yes, I was one of the only black
children who attended this camp.
I was alone. I was the outcast. I was the minority. I could
not have explained my emotions
about that situation in any better
way. Although the camp ran over
the duration of only a few weeks,
the event seemed to rear its ugly
head in my direction every now
and then, but in different forms
throughout my life.
When school started in the fall
and I stepped foot in Appleton,
I was not sure what to expect.
While looking around at my new
peers, I realized that I was yet
again the minority. The familiar
hot feeling took over my face and
turned my cheeks into an almost
tomato color. I was scared, and
on the brink of giving up. I wound
up going to Walgreens, but on the
voyage there, I was yet again being
judged. A man hollered at me out
of his car screaming, “What are
you doing here? You don’t belong
here!” I continued to walk. Was it
absurd that this heinous activity
was now considered normal for
me?
The need for diversity, especially on college campuses, will
diminish the amount of people
such as myself from dealing with
issues involving discrimination
and racism. By having more speakers such as Coates deliver messages of the need for diversity, it will
open the eyes of many who do not
realize what blacks have endured
for many years. Accepting members of different ethnicities and
helping them to feel welcome
will help increase the numbers
of diversity on campus. It may
not solve all of the deeply rooted
issues, but it is a step in the right
direction. I consider myself as a
fly in a bowl of milk, desperately
wanting to spread its wings, but
assuming that eventually I would
succumb and sink towards the
bottom. As of today, I await and
remain unmovable, unshaken by
my surroundings and hopeful of
change.

Enjoy a great selection of
Craft Beers and
Gourmet Burgers!
On Wednesdays,
get happy hour
prices from 8-11
with a college ID.
We’re located right next to the Banta Bowl.
201 S. Riverheath Way, Appleton 54915
(920) 815-3516
www.mrbrewstaphouse.com

FREE SUPER-MUNCHEEZ
CHEEZY-BREADSTICKS
with any 14” or 16” Pizza!
FREE DELIVERY! OPEN 11
A.M.–3 A.M.

Ask for your Lawrence
Discount!
Best Traditional Pizza
Best Late-Night Dining
Best Take-Out/Delivery

920-749-1111
www.MuncheezPizzeria.com | 600 W. College Ave. Downtown Appleton
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Bring back bootleg albums
Jonathan Rubin
For The Lawrentian

_____________________________________

A bootleg album is an album
made up of recordings previously unreleased by the artist.
Rock ‘n’ roll bootlegs began back
in the 1970s while Bob Dylan
was essentially living in hiding
in Woodstock, N.Y. after he was
in a bad motorcycle accident—
though some suspect the hiatus
was to kick a heroin addiction. He
would record original songs and
covers in the basement of his rented house, called “Big Pink,” with
The Band. More recently, Dylan
has been releasing albums he
calls bootlegs that are really just
unreleased recordings. I think it
would be interesting if other artists started releasing “bootlegs”
so that we could have insight into
their artistic processes.
Dylan just released his new
not-really-a-bootleg
bootleg
album, “The Cutting Edge 19651966: The Bootleg Series Volume
12.” The album is filled with unreleased songs, studio banter and
alternate versions of some of
Dylan’s best songs. The recordings
are taken from the studio sessions
for Dylan’s first three electric studio albums: “Bringing It All Back
Home,” “Highway 61 Revisited”
and “Blonde On Blonde.”
I haven’t been able to listen
to the whole six-CD set yet, as I

am waiting for my father to buy
the $100 deluxe edition, but what
I have heard is beautiful. Listening
to Dylan’s bootleg CDs is both
enjoyable as music and as a history lesson. Listening to one of
the greatest recording artists of all
time go through their artistic process is an unbelievable opportunity. Not only do you get to listen
to his song-writing process, but
you also get to listen to Dylan craft
some of his most famous songs as
he is doing it. Dylan did not know
that “Like a Rolling Stone” would
be a timeless hit while he was
recording it, but you get to listen
as he calibrates it into a perfect
song. Listening to these albums
almost makes you feel as if you are
sitting in the booth with his producer, listening as Dylan makes
music history.
I also loved Dylan’s last bootleg, “The Complete Basement
Tapes,” because the original
“Basement Tapes” is one of my
favorite albums. “The Basement
Tapes” is the name of that
first bootleg from Woodstock.
Originally when the album first
started being circulated by fans,
it was called “The Great White
Wonder.” While Dylan continues to release bootleg albums, it
seems like fewer and fewer other
artists release them. Do not get
me wrong, there are hundreds
of other bootlegs easily available

thanks to the Internet and there
are plenty that are great albums.
I love the Beach Boys’ bootleg
album, “Smile,” as well as the
live David Bowie bootleg, “Santa
Monica 1972.” These albums show
us a new dimension of seminal
artists that we may have not gotten to see in their previous, more
polished work.
Each bootleg album that
comes out gives us insight into
who Dylan is as an artist, man and
icon. These albums also allow us
to see a new side of his songs that
we would not have the chance
to see otherwise. If other artists
were to release bootleg albums in
the way Dylan has, we would be
able to learn things about them,
too. Can you imagine a bootleg
album from extra studio recordings from Kendrick Lamar’s “To
Pimp A Butterfly?” Surely hearing Lamar’s artistic process would
give us insight into his work.
As long as Dylan continues to
pump out these amazing bootlegs,
I will continue buy and listening
to them. I just wish that some
other artists would take note that
they can release their unheard
recordings and people would buy
them. Maybe if these kinds of
albums catch on, a new culture of
music listening will emerge. Who
wouldn’t want to hear what their
favorite artist sounds like as they
work?

tice looks like in modern times.
Removed and distant, the citizens of America live in separate
worlds. Oblivious to each other’s
existence, they fail to comprehend
what life is like on the other side
of the galaxy. Fear and distress
overwhelm those on one side who
do not understand those lives
foreign to their own. And when
these worlds do interact, distress
prevails.
Even here at Lawrence, the
racial tension can be felt. Recent
student protests condemning racism in the Appleton area and a
lack of administrative action, have
shun light on local racial issues.
But how exactly does segregation manifests outside of our
world?
An analysis by Duke University
researchers shows the distribution of race across the United
States. They plotted the total population recorded in the 2010 census on a map of the U.S. The result
is an interactive map showing us
the reality of segregation.
If you have not seen it, do it.
But I have to tell you, it is not very
encouraging.
City after city, one can notice
trends of racial separation. Places
like Philadelphia, Chicago and
Washington, D.C. all show notorious diving lines among their residents. However, segregation is not
a remote issue. Milwaukee’s racial
distribution paints a shocking picture of separation.
Plotting racial distribution
across the country’s map proves
the existence of segregation. But
how can this outlawed practice

remain in place?
Statistical figures show that
segregation is not necessarily as
much a product of racism, but
rather a product of economic
discrimination. Minorities today
are more likely to be pushed to
deprived regions of the galaxy by
their wealth and not their color.
Looking at data and analysis by
the Pew Research Center one can
see this correlation. Areas with
monolithic racial make up also
have equally distinctive income
divisions. For example, Milwaukee
ranks as the city with the most
segregated low-income population. Such findings suggest, at the
very least, a correlation between
wealth inequality and racial segregation.
This data might not be so
shocking. Years of research show
that being of color often means
living in disadvantaged and segregated urban areas.
The problem however, is a bit
more personal to us small-town
folk.
As it turns out, small cities
show great levels of income segregation. About 100 miles south
of Appleton lies a city with one of
the highest levels of income segregation. The Atlantic’s CityLab
website recently published a project ranking small-scale cities in
terms of income integration, in
which case Madison was ranked
very poorly.
Madison has not been able to
escape racial tensions. Some of us
might remember the shooting of
unarmed teenager Tony Robinson
by a Madison cop.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
To the Editor,

Recent articles is both The Post-Crescent and The Lawrentian
highlighted a College Avenue protest by Lawrence students against
racism and hate speech. The students claimed that insults from
passing vehicles have been hurled at them. Since I grew up in
Appleton, am a Lawrence alum, and have spent two-thirds of my life
living here, I find this news to be extremely disconcerting.
On the other hand, I am not altogether surprised. I have also
been on the receiving end of insults from passing vehicles. I have
even had things thrown at me, ranging from soda cans to a big
chunk of watermelon, simply because I was running or power walking down the street.
USA Today reports that the same problem is happening on
other university campuses around the country, and pressure is
being put on university presidents to do something about it. The
president of the University of Missouri was even forced to resign,
when black football players threatened to boycott the remaining
games of the season.
But how are college presidents supposed to stamp out racism
and hate speech in the surrounding communities? There are vague
suggestions about collaboration with civil authorities, but I have not
seen anything concrete. For example, is the city council of Appleton
supposed to pass an ordinance making catcalls and boorish behavior a crime?
While I am not happy about the presence of jerks in Appleton, I
am reassured by the fact that they make up a tiny proportion of the
people who live here. Appleton has a growing minority population
precisely because people recognize that Appleton is a great place to
raise a family.
Short of punishing thought crimes, in the manner of George
Orwell’s 1984, it’s hard to see how racism is ever going to be eradicated.
—Brian Farmer, class of 1974

Living in a galaxy: segregation outside the Lawrence Bubble
Oswaldo Gomez
For The Lawrentian

_____________________________________

On Nov. 5, a crowd of students, faculty and Appleton residents gathered at the Lawrence
Memorial Chapel to listen to the
words of Ta-Nehisi Coates, a rising
star in journalism. Coates delivered a breathtaking speech that
examined racial issues in modern America. From mass incarceration, police brutality and
even parenthood, the speech left
a resounding sense of truth on
campus.
Yet some things were left
unsaid. While some racial matters like privilege and historical
erasure continue to be digested by
the Lawrence body, others remain
fairly removed from the discussion table. Segregation, a theme
largely introduced in “Between
the World and Me,” Coates new
best seller, has been absent in the
present discourse. It might seem
distant and extraneous to us in the
Lawrence bubble. But the reality
is that segregation continues to be
a strain on racial relations.
Dimming our perception of
each other, this division makes it
impossible to heal the wounds of
what Coates called “our painful
heritage.” Erasing segregation is
our responsibility. Our heritage
compels us to ensure that racial
equality does not exist only in
dreams. Yet to achieve an integrated reality, we must understand
our reality of segregation.
Cleverly describing America
as a “galaxy,” Coates gives us
an insight as to what this prac-

Madison is not the only small
place where income marginalization occurs. As it turns out, places
like State College, Pa., Ann Arbor
Mich. and New Haven, Conn.,
ranked among the most income
segregated places to live.
What do these places have
in common? They are all home
to universities. State College is
home to Penn State, Ann Arbor to
Michigan, and New Haven to Yale.
This new discovery should
really trouble us. While Lawrence
does not pose a threat to integration in Appleton, many of us will
continue on to graduate studies in
a college town.
It is undeniable, by observation or data, that segregation still
lingers in this country. But it is not
the same segregation as before.
While Jim Crow has died, new
income barriers manage to isolate
minorities.
It is important to point out
that there are some good news. As
it turns out, all-white neighborhoods, a common sight not too
long ago, are effectively extinct.
Further more, in highly segregated urban areas, ghetto-ized
populations are in decline. Overall
research shows that integration
is taking very slow but effective
steps.
Segregation, as any modern
racial problem, is complex and
difficult to conceptualize. But as
more evidence surfaces, we shall
begin to address it better. I believe
that as a nation, we must aspire to
integrate and revamp all marginalized communities. To do so can
employ real policy actions.

Such policies can be seen in
places like Chicago where integration of poor blacks is proving successful. Through housing
equality laws and voucher residence programs, these areas are
helping poor minority families.
By introducing them into affluent neighborhoods and suburbs,
such actions are showing better
upward mobility. Young children
especially benefit from being
exposed to safer neighborhoods
and better schools.
Segregation might not seem
like a problem to Lawrentians.
Perhaps it seems like an old
devil that will eventually yield.
But it exists. Its remnants can be
observed in our great metropolitan areas. Not too far away, it persists in small urban settlements.
Most shockingly, it thrives in the
learning “Meccas” where intellectuals like Coates studied, and
minorities still fear it.
Many of us will soon leave college. Facing real life problems like
choosing housing will surely put
things into perspective. We might
not know it yet, but we are in
fact living in a galaxy. One where
some of us are still pushed to the
farthest and poorest corners. One
where those who have lively and
sustainable planets will ignore
those in decaying ones. One where
communication is almost nonexistent. One where understanding of
life outside our own is still to be
achieved.
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Do you feel that you can attend parties without drinking?
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“You can attend parties without
drinking. However, drinking
can relieve some of the fear of
meeting new people.”
—Benjamin Carlick
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—All submissions to editorial
pages must be turned in to
The Lawrentian no later than
5 p.m. on the Monday before
publication.
—All submissions to the
editorial pages must be accompanied by a phone number
at which the author can be
contacted. Articles submitted
without a contact number will
not be published.

News Editor:
Noah Gunther
Laura Udelson (Assoc.)
Variety Editor:
Susannah Miller
Sports Editor:
Brenna Ori
Features Editor:
Rose Nelson
Arts & Entertainment Editor:
Lizzy Weekes
Opinions & Editorials Editor:
Jessica Morgan
Photo Editor:
Eric Lee
New Media Editor:
Tamanna Akram

—The Lawrentian reserves
the right to print any submissions received after the above
deadline and to edit each
submission for clarity, decency
and grammar.

Operations Manager:
Danny Davis
Distributions Manager:
Abedin Rafique

—Letters to the editor should
not be more than 350 words,
and will be edited for clarity,
decency and grammar.

“The Lawrence party scene is
very different from other colleges
in that there’s never peer
pressure to drink at parties to fit
in.”
—Victoria Passe

“I don’t think you need to drink
to go to parties on campus.
In my experience, people are
understanding if you don’t want
to.”
—Liam Guinan

“I don’t think people need to
drink to go to a party, though I
do think there is an underlying
assumption that most people
will.”
—Michelle Johnson
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Lawrence University’s
Second Annual Giving Day
raised $1,312,422
from 2,353 donors.

The Lawrentian congratulates all
members of the Lawrence
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See you next year!
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Customer Service
Experience welcome but not required!
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